
Big Chipping Power In A More Compact Package
Using Bandit’s proven 24” diameter chipping drum with a wide throat 
opening, the Intimidator 15XPC checks in at approximately 7,198 lbs. The 
lighter design makes for easier towing, especially in areas where weight 
restrictions can hamper access or require special licensing for drivers and 
tow vehicles. Production remains Bandit-strong with gasoline or diesel engine 
options up to 130 horsepower. Smooth transitions, smooth discharges and 
the patented Power Slot turn the chipping power into unrivaled throwing 
power, packing more chips per load for fewer trips to the dump site.

Chip Limby Material With Limited Preparation
The Intimidator 15XPC uses a 24” diameter chipping drum with four 
knife pockets and a two-wheel Slide Box Feed System, whereas many 
rival chippers feature drums with only two knife pockets and a single 
feed wheel. Powerful feed wheel motors provide exceptional pulling 
and crushing power for material entering the chipper. The feed system 
on the 15XPC is positioned within inches of the chipper knives, further 
increasing its effectiveness. These are the reasons why the 15XPC is such 
an effective chipper – it can process limby brush and trees much faster, 
with limited hang-ups and little-to-no wood preparation prior to chipping.

Approximately 30% More Fuel Efficient
The chipper drum in the Intimidator 15XPC turns at a slower RPM and 
has more torque. The result is an increase in fuel economy over rival 
chippers as well as reduced machine vibration, creating less wear-and-
tear on components. The high-flow chip discharge system that gives 
the 15XPC its throwing power also adds to overall machine efficiency. 
It’s not uncommon for the 15XPC to achieve 30% fuel savings while 
providing equal or better production compared to rival units.

Significantly Less Maintenance
The Intimidator 15XPC has a heavy, reinforced drum with internal 
baffles. The drum also chips with four knives that make two cuts 
per revolution. The chipping drum assembly as well as the Slide Box 
Feed System should last the lifetime of the chipper and are backed 
by a five-year GUTS warranty. Rugged construction and heavy-duty 
components throughout the 15XPC help ensure long life and trouble-
free performance.

Greater Knife Life
Compared to most competitors the Intimidator 15XPC has double the 
knives and double the cuts per revolution. Knives in the 15XPC do 
not dull as quickly. Knife maintenance costs, fuel consumption and 
vibration is reduced.
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CALL YOUR LOCAL BANDIT SALES REPRESENTATIVE TO SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION TODAY!

INTIMIDATOR™ 15XPC
15” Capacity Hand-Fed Chipper

Tree care professionals, municipalities and rental 
companies seeking a compact-yet-powerful 15” 
capacity drum chipper turn to the Intimidator 
15XPC. This impressive chipper features a 24” 
diameter chipping drum and at 7,198 lbs. it’s 
easily towable. Built stronger using the highest 
quality components and assembled with solid 
welded construction, the Intimidator 15XPC will 
outperform and outlast all other 15” capacity 
drum chippers on the market.

COMPACT AND POWERFUL.
• Wide 18.5” x 15” opening

for large limbs
• 4 knives make twice the

cuts per revolution
• Fuel efficient and easy to tow
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Intimidator 15XPC™ 
Specifications
ENGINES
TOWABLE:
 GM 130HP Gas
 CAT and Perkins 122.5 - 142 HP T4 Final

DIESEL ENGINE OPTIONS (EXPORT ONLY) 
 John Deere 115 HP T3
 CAT or Perkins 97 - 142 HP T3 

UNDERCARRIAGES
TOWABLE:
AXLE - Single 8,000 lb. Axle
TIRES - (2) 215/75R 17.5”

MEASUREMENTS:

TOWABLE:
Length: 
(pan down)

17’ 5”

Length: 
(pan up)

15’

Width: 6’ 11”
Height 8’ 
Weight: 7,198 lbs.
Fuel Tank: 25 Gallons
Hyd.Tank: 12 Gallons

OTHER SPECIFICATIONS:
Capacity: 15”

Throat Opening: 15” x 18.5”

Drum:  24” dia. x 18.5” wide (.5” thick)

RPM: 1,530

Feed System: Slide box 
Adjustable Springs: 2” - 17” 
Horiz. feed wheels: (2) 10.625” dia. x 18.75” wide 
Displacement (CCD):  32.7

Hydraulic Motors: 2

Discharge: Std. with hand crank swivel

Deflector: 3-Position Manual

Hitch: 2 Position, 2.5” Pintle 

Frame:    .25” x 2”x 4” main frame
with a .25” x 2.75” x 5.5”  tongue 

Lift Cylinder:  Standard

 Tongue Jack: 8,000 lb. “Bulldog” tongue jack,  
adjustable for height with

15” travel capacity and
stationary foot pad

Bandit offers a wide variety of gas and 
diesel engine options to choose from.

Gas or Diesel Engine Options

Intimidator™ 15XPC
15” capacity drum-style chipper

Rope/Line Shear Device (standard)
Provides an improved chance that rope or lines 
inadvertently entering the chipper may be cut.

Last Chance Cables (standard)
Stops/reverses the infeed rollers when pulled in 
case of an emergency

Operator Safety Control Bar (standard)
Wraps around three sides of the infeed chute and 
controls the direction of the feed wheels.

Wood Pusher Paddle (standard)
Used to feed small wood debris into the chipper.

Chipper Hood Pin w/Padlock (standard)
Prevents unauthorized access to the disc or drum.

Chipper Hood Engine Disable Plug (standard)
Prevents engine from being started without 
the hood pin in place.

Feed Wheel Engage (option)
Requires operators to control feed wheel 
operation via foot pedal.

Hydraulic Bottom Bump Bar (option)
Stops feed wheels via mechanical connection when 
bumped, diverting hydraulic power away from the 
feed wheels.

Safety Features

Hydraulic Winch
This useful option enables the operator to 
pull large material to the chipper with ease.

Popular Options

ALERT  
ORANGE

BANDIT
YELLOW

CAT
YELLOW

GREEN BLACK WHITE

Standard & Custom Colors Available 
Choose from six standard colors, or select  
a custom color to match your fleet.

The Bandit Backbone™ Support
The Bandit Backbone™ is Bandit’s 
commitment to customer service and 
support. It’s always been a cornerstone 
of Bandit’s philosophy, and today that 
backbone is stronger than ever. If you 
own a Bandit track carrier – regardless 
the age, hours, or warranty status – the 
Bandit Backbone is here to support you.


